Abstract

Background: The National Curriculum Guidelines reinforce the need for training of professionals with critical and reflective skills in addition to acquiring technical skills. Those criteria directly and indirectly relate to the desired professional profile, either in graduation scenarios or in postgraduate courses. The adoption of active methodologies in classrooms contributes to the training of health professionals able to provide clinical and epidemiological responses adequate to health-disease processes. In this perspective, this study aims to reflect, from reports, on the use of the theory of social representations as a pedagogical possibility in the development of active methodologies, and to build a meaningful learning.

Methods and Findings: This is an analytical study, with a qualitative approach, developed based on the statements of the experiences lived by students of the postgraduate program in nursing at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte. It discusses the relationship between the use of active methods of teaching and learning, meaningful learning and theory of social representations, created by Serge Moscovici. The assumptions and techniques that justify the concept and the research in the field of social representations were concurrently assimilated as the study object and as a methodological theoretical strategy, promoting the construction of teaching and learning processes based on educational practices and on the meaning shared by the subjects of the experienced reality.
**Introduction**

The quality of qualitative research in public health systems, especially in Latin America and the Caribbean, reflects the historical achievements of mankind, through advances in science, technology and innovation in the management of educational and health services, including the approach to socio-cultural, political and institutional aspects of those societies as a whole.

In Brazil, the ongoing global changes focus on the processes of teaching and learning and their investigations significantly affecting the health professions. The National Curriculum Guidelines of general nature reinforce those changes aimed at, through the training processes, meeting the general criteria of generality, criticality and reflexivity about care in the workplace and in the context of the Unified Health System [1, 2].

Those criteria directly and indirectly relate to the desired professional profile, either in graduation scenarios or in postgraduate courses. In this sense, one expects that the adoption of active methodologies and meaningful learning in the context of the classroom and in the Brazilian education system will contribute to the formation of health professionals, making them able to give clinical and epidemiological responses adequate to the health-disease processes [1, 3].

Social representations presuppose socially shared knowledge and meanings, built under the universes of common sense and science [4, 5]. Such representations can be erected in their own educational and pedagogical spaces as objects of discussions, which also contain heuristic and polysemic aspects. The active methods fall into this perspective as an educational concept that encourages critical-reflective teaching-learning and proactivity processes [6].

In this study, social representations are designed not only as a reference through which one sought to understand the social phenomena, making the unfamiliar familiar; but, above all, as a pedagogical principle, limited by active methods to bring an ethical, critical, reflective and transformative educational practice [6, 7, 8]. The arrangement of teaching practices was designed as a potentially capable device to access psychosocial aspects of the subjects of the discipline “ENF2027 - Theory of Social Representations”, offered by the Postgraduate Program in Nursing of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte.

Under such ideas and experiences, the motivation and the challenge about the possibility of conceptual triangulation emerged [9], as a pedagogical axis in the development and in the context of active methodologies for meaningful learning, raising the question: How can social representations pedagogically used contribute to the development of active methods with a view to significant learning?

Thus, the following objective arose: to reflect, from reports, on the use of the theory of social representations as a pedagogical possibility in the development of active methodologies, and to build a meaningful learning.

**Methods**

This is an analytical study, with qualitative approach, conducted based on the reports of the experiences

**Conclusions:** The use of active methodologies was extremely favorable to the interaction, comprehension and production of knowledge of the involved subjects regarding the contribution to the study of social representations.
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from the pedagogical practices of the postgraduate program in nursing of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte. The theory of social representations entered in the arena of active methodologies and meaningful learning as the problematical character activities were developed.

The launched methodological proposal sought to promote the production of life and subjectivities linked to autonomy and the role of the participants, in addition to the sharing of their historical and social processes, in the representational point of view. In the academic context, the subjective and objective conditions loom large social and everyday peculiarities, favoring the acquisition of cognitive skills and abilities through perspectives and contemporary approaches [8].

Understanding the social representations starts, fundamentally, from the dialogue between consensual and reified science universe as social drivers and constituents of social thought in its dynamics and diversity. In this sense, the reified universe comprises theoretical and empirical assumptions related to science, shared by the scientific community; the consensual universe is the knowledge developed in day-to-day, universally known as common sense, which has the power to build beliefs, attitudes and opinions on the social environment [10, 11].

Therefore, the social representations base on two social cognitive processes – anchoring and objectification, which act in the interactional space against the object of interest. Anchoring is the process of finding a place, a reference to the unfamiliar, and occurs through the representation of the non-usual, in the familiar world, from known references; the objectification elaborates the image representation, the materialization of the abstract object [12].

The nature of an essentially social theory carries the complexity of its applicability, making it suitable to all objects socially placed. It is, currently, the analysis methodology of various fields of research by the ability to make concrete what seems invisible, revealing its interdisciplinary character and its appropriation for understanding phenomena of distinct orders, such as the advancement of knowledge in the nursing area [5, 7, 13].

Results

There was a group dynamic as a proposed active methodology and of significant learning under the social representations, in which twine, whiteboard, marker and strips of paper were available and used.

The group members (students and professors) were randomly arranged in a circle. They had to identify themselves with a paper tag that was, later, placed in the corresponding seat frame. Then, each participant was asked to choose an attribute of his/her personality, considered, by him/herself, in that learning scenario, the most emphatic among the other that formed them, and to register it with the tag under the name, as primary choice.

It is noteworthy that the adoption of that feature is a dynamic adaptation of the Technique of Free Association of Words (TALP) [14], which allowed to analyze, also in a playful way, the existing processes of identification among the discipline subjects, based on the combination of common and constituent qualitative elements of personality evoked by them. The concept of personality that contributes to this pedagogical perspective is a dynamic and structuring process inherent to subjectivity, erected over the life trajectories of individuals from experiences, feelings and patterns of constructed responses from a psychological maturation [15].

In possession of a string, the members were asked to choose two more attributes among those already initially evoked by other members, that is, already expressed in other tags. The criteria used for secondary and tertiary choices were the possible approaches to the attributes chosen by other participants, which are also supposed to be constitutive of social representations of the subjects. As randomly evoked attributes were being included in the set of attributes listed by the participants themselves, a
string segment was consolidated, symbolizing the flow of the link between the members and their respective identifications. Thus, each participant, from the proposed dynamic, presented three words evoked on personality (Table 1).

**Table 1. Distribution of the terms evoked by the participants in relevance level.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Primary Choice</th>
<th>Secondary Choice</th>
<th>Tertiary Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant 1</td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>Determination</td>
<td>Sincerity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>Sincerity</td>
<td>Happiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sincerity</td>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>Friendship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Determination</td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>Sympathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sympathy</td>
<td>Sincerity</td>
<td>Determination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, the characteristic that appeared the most at all three levels as representative of the subjects was “sincerity”, followed by the words “happiness”, “justice”, “friendship”, “determination”; at last, the less mentioned item was “sympathy”.

From the attributes mentioned by the subjects, two analytical axes may constitute: axis 1 - expressiveness - which refers to the stated terms sheltering in the field of expression, namely, “happiness”, “friendship”, “sympathy”; axis 2 - rationality - which consisted of the terms “justice”, “determination” and “sincerity”. The rationality axis showed the greatest frequency of mention, demonstrating that axis represents the best the group.

In the plan subjacent to results, it is possible to sense how the group expresses, perceives and shares the subjectivities in varying degrees of approach and combination. Based on the perspective of the functions of social representations, **Figure 1** shows the understanding of the dynamics reported from the basic elements that make up the social representations, approaching the figurative scheme proposed by Moscovici [16].
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**Figure 1**: Dynamics reports based on the social functions of the Social Representations.
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**Figure 2**: Arrangement of the combinations/identifications from the term evoked by the subjects, photographed at the dynamics.

**Discussion**

Understanding the representations occurs procedurally and bases on four functions: knowledge function, which helps to explain the reality; the identity function, which would be the ability to build the specific characteristics and identity of a group; guiding function, which guides and leads
social practices from the establishment of socially accepted; and justifying function, used to justify positions and social behaviors [11, 13].

The analysis of Table 1 allowed recognizing approaches to the functions of the theory of social representations, its applicability, senses and meanings produced from the group in question, by making the unknown - the personal characteristics of the group, from the traces of personalities evidenced by the dynamics - into something known by everyone, which refers to the principle of familiarization proposed by Moscovici [16], tracing the identity and justifying function for the formation of the group link, to meet the activity proposed by the group dynamics.

When one analyzes the identity and justifying function of the group in the context of social representations, one takes into account the maintenance of the identity, the influence of culture in groups, the symbolic possibilities of construction promoting social meanings that serve the realization of social practices [18]. Social representations have the following abilities: the first one is to standardize, that is, to make objects, people, events recognized by characteristics that locate them in a particular category, and gradually in a shared model for a group of people who join other models and synthesizes it; in the background, they also contribute in prescribing behaviors, influencing ways of thinking and acting, based on the mechanisms of reproduction without prior reflection, as an imposing force [16].

Thus, one observes that identity constructions happen through symbolic processes that are closely rooted to the social representations of groups, evoking the understanding of social identity, which constitutes their own social representations. One may mention the close theoretical basis between Social Representations and Social Identity, as they both seek three common issues: explaining and understanding social reality, justifying the positions and behaviors of individuals and defining the group identity [19].

In this sense, the social representations are responsible for characterizing social groups and allowing differing them. The members of a group build and share, in addition to social representations of personality attributes that define them, the social representations of objects linked to group values [20, 21]. Analyzing the features/adjectives/metaphors exposed by the participants allowed comprehending their identity elements; it is possible to see values that lead those individuals to compose the same group based on reflection on the social representations of the personality traits of the individuals who compose it.

Based on the understanding that metaphors can be understood as devices to provide functionality to the current social representations, they represent ways to indicate the presence or absence of social representations. In this sense, using the features/adjectives/metaphors, they function as a means of grasping meanings [22].

Thus, the construction of the group identity according to the listed attributes, the object of representation in this study, one can say that the term “sincerity” assumes a centrality in social representation and allows declaring that the group essentially has that feature; moreover, that attribute works as a proxy link between the members and constituent of the group identity.

Thus, one sees the potential of Social Representations in the ability to build identities and represent groups; therefore, the theory of social representations is present in different fields and areas of knowledge, revealing its interdisciplinary character and its appropriation for understanding phenomena of distinct orders. An example of the fruitfulness of the theory of social representations stands out in a study that identified research groups registered in the National Council for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq) related to the theory of social representations revealing its potential to analyze the state of scientific literature [5]. Others claim that the representation of that issue in the Brazilian context
contributes to the advancement of knowledge in the nursing area [7, 23].

Conclusions
The analysis of the group dynamics report used in the academic context, in the design of Social Representations as constitutive and possibility of active methodologies with a view to significant learning, expanded the perspective and reflection on the theoretical foundations of the proposed triangulation, and, perhaps, got close of how psychosocial subjects construct representational perspectives from their own discussed group.

In this process of apprehension of new knowledge, active learning methodologies function as catalysts, helping to articulate concepts and theoretical relationships, which allows the amplification of the look on the analyzed object and the actual construction of empirical knowledge from the learner. Nevertheless, the skills and competencies built by the students united to the objectives proposed by the discipline. Those skills and competences are tangent to the production of knowledge, meaning and significance given by the group about the spaces where learning was intentionally marked by the role and participation of the subjects.

This study may have contributed to the elucidation and clarification of the theoretical bases of the Social Representation applied to practical experience in order to demystify the complexity and learning of the theory. In contrast, one sought to show it as feasible and applicable to everyday reality, urging the practical exercise of applicability of the theory to every social phenomenon.

Furthermore, one deepened the ability of social representations of consolidating group identities elucidating the ties that keep the share of individuals in certain social groups through features/adjectives/metaphors in common. Therefore, one puts up the social representations as a key device in the understanding of group phenomena.

However, it is noteworthy that the process of understanding and learning in relation to the theory of social representations requires constant penetrations because it is a theory that shapes the conditions of reality and there is no, so to speak, recipe or precast paths to follow. Thus, at each object of study, a new challenge emerges.
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